Herman Miller
Materials

Wireframe Sofa Group

**Seat, Back & Arm Cushions**

*Price Category 1*

- Gem
  - 16 Colors
  - 10-Day, 8 Colors
- Tailored
  - 13 Colors

*Price Category 2*

- Fish Net
  - 18 Colors
- Medley
  - 15 Colors
- Rhythm
  - 15 Colors
  - 10-Day, 4 Colors
- Twist
  - 22 Colors
  - 10-Day, 15 Colors

*Price Category 3*

- Bento
  - 9 Colors
  - 10-Day, 2 Colors
- Pinpoint
  - 10 Colors
- Pins and Needles
  - 2 Colors
- Stitches
  - 16 Colors
  - 10-Day, 8 Colors

*Price Category 4*

- Braid
  - 5 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
- Fringe
  - 10 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
- Modo
  - 17 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
- Ottoman
  - 14 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
- Strata
  - 14 Colors

*Price Category 5*

- Bouclé
  - 15 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
- Dapper
  - 7 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
- Herringbone
  - 10 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
- Hopsak
  - 17 Colors
- Noble
  - 17 Colors
- Pixel Stripe
  - 7 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
- Striae
  - 7 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles

*Price Category 6*

- Tattersall Reverse
  - 7 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles

*Price Category 7*

- Capri
  - 8 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
- Corduroy Plaid
  - 5 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
- Epingle
  - 9 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
- Milanese
  - 8 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
- Satin Weave
  - 14 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
- Velvet Plaid
  - 3 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
- Wool Epingle
  - 11 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
- Wool Satin
  - 4 Colors
  - Geiger Textiles
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Price Category 8
- Basketweave 6 Colors
  Geiger Textiles
- Staple 10 Colors
  Geiger Textiles

Price Category 9
- Leather 11 Colors
  Maharam
- Stitch 9 Colors
  Geiger Textiles

Price Category 10
- Bristol Leather 42 Colors
  Geiger Textiles
- Moleskin Emboss 12 Colors
  Geiger Textiles
- Superweave 5 Colors
  Maharam

Price Category 11
- Linenmix 4 Colors
  Maharam
- MCL Leather 10 Colors
  Maharam
- Tenera Leather 13 Colors
  Geiger Textiles

Price Category 14
- Lanalux 7 Colors
  Maharam

Price Category B
- Messenger 47 Colors
  Maharam

Price Category D
- Article 24 Colors
  Maharam
- Manner 27 Colors
  Maharam
- Milestone 22 Colors
  Maharam

Price Category E
- Defer 7 Colors
  Maharam
- Focus 11 Colors
  Maharam
- Ledger 33 Colors
  Maharam
- Metric 28 Colors
  Maharam
- Micro 14 Colors
  Maharam
- Skain 11 Colors
  Maharam
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Price Category F

- Abacus Standard 3 Colors Maharam
- Across 11 Colors Maharam
- Alumina 6 Colors Maharam
- Alter 7 Colors Maharam
- Bitmap 13 Colors Maharam
- Chime 14 Colors Maharam
- Coincide 11 Colors Maharam
- Commentary 8 Colors Maharam
- Crush 18 Colors Maharam
- Division 8 Colors Maharam
- Exchange 9 Colors Maharam
- Pitch 30 Colors Maharam
- Remix 48 Colors Maharam
- Rove 17 Colors Maharam
- Runner Standard 6 Colors Maharam
- Scuba 24 Colors Maharam
- Shuttle Standard 3 Colors Maharam
- Steady 12 Colors Maharam
- Strum 12 Colors Maharam
- Terrace 6 Colors Maharam
- Trait 15 Colors Maharam

Price Category G

- Abacus 9 Colors Maharam
- Across 11 Colors Maharam
- Akimbo 6 Colors Maharam
- Basel 10 Colors Maharam
- Canvas 28 Colors Maharam
- Certain 2 Colors Maharam
- Chance 8 Colors Maharam
- Circuit 1 Color Maharam
- Coincide High Performance 6 Colors Maharam
- Colline 12 Colors Maharam
- Compound 19 Colors Maharam
- Crew 15 Colors Maharam
- Dart 17 Colors Maharam
- Decode 9 Colors Maharam
- Dispense 10 Colors Maharam
- Divina 46 Colors Maharam
- Divina MD 27 Colors Maharam
- Divina Melange 24 Colors Maharam
- Drape 10 Colors Maharam
- Floret 8 Colors Maharam
- Fluent Crypton 15 Colors Maharam
- Kindred 7 Colors Maharam
- Mimic 16 Colors Maharam
- Minimal 15 Colors Maharam
- Omen 13 Colors Maharam
- Paver 16 Colors Maharam
- Recollection 6 Colors Maharam
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Price Category G
Continued

- Rice (10 Colors) Maharam
- Runner (6 Colors) Maharam
- Steady Crypton (33 Colors) Maharam
- Steelcut (37 Colors) Maharam
- Steelcut Trio (49 Colors) Maharam
- Strand (8 Colors) Maharam
- Sudden (35 Colors) Maharam
- Tonica (35 Colors) Maharam
- Tremor (9 Colors) Maharam
- Twine (3 Colors) Maharam
- Urban (7 Colors) Maharam
- Circles (4 Colors) Maharam
- Couple (9 Colors) Maharam

Price Category H

- Anagram (5 Colors) Maharam
- Beam (10 Colors) Maharam
- Blip (8 Colors) Maharam
- Chenille Cord (12 Colors) Maharam
- Cipher (8 Colors) Maharam
- Circles (4 Colors) Maharam
- Couple (9 Colors) Maharam
- Crosspatch (6 Colors) Maharam
- Ditto (11 Colors) Maharam
- Dot Pattern (4 Colors) Maharam
- Fasten (7 Colors) Maharam
- Fiddle (8 Colors) Maharam
- Mechanic (10 Colors) Maharam
- Mister (6 Colors) Maharam
- Mortise (7 Colors) Maharam
- Octave (15 Colors) Maharam
- Offset (7 Colors) Maharam
- Outback (20 Colors) Maharam
- Regatta (5 Colors) Maharam
- Rule (8 Colors) Maharam
- Salon (16 Colors) Maharam
- Shadowbox (8 Colors) Maharam
- Small Dot Pattern (9 Colors) Maharam
- Star (37 Colors) Maharam
- Tilt (8 Colors) Maharam
- Tonus (64 Colors) Maharam
- Vestige (10 Colors) Maharam

Price Category I

- Centric (5 Colors) Maharam
- Climb (3 Colors) Maharam
- Colorwheel (7 Colors) Maharam
- Garden (7 Colors) Maharam
- Helix (6 Colors) Maharam
- Highfield (18 Colors) Maharam
- Park (7 Colors) Maharam
- Trio (4 Colors) Maharam
- Vases (7 Colors) Maharam
- Vineyard (8 Colors) Maharam
- Voyage (13 Colors) Maharam
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**Price Category J**
- Chenille Stripe 2 Colors Maharam
- Coach Cloth 7 Colors Maharam
- Design 9297 8 Colors Maharam
- Fluted Silk 20 Colors Maharam
- Melange Tweed 5 Colors Maharam
- Mikado 5 Colors Maharam
- Pavement 8 Colors Maharam
- Quatrefoil 5 Colors Maharam
- Snap 1 Color Maharam
- Soft Tweed 7 Colors Maharam
- Study 5 Colors Maharam
- Tangram 4 Colors Maharam
- Telary 8 Colors Maharam
- Tokyo 15 Colors Maharam
- Transport 5 Colors Maharam
- Waterborn 39 Colors Maharam
- Wool Rib 8 Colors Maharam

**Price Category K**
- Blumen 6 Colors Maharam
- Checker 5 Colors Maharam
- Chester Split 1 Color Maharam
- Cobblestone 8 Colors Maharam
- Dingbats 5 Colors Maharam
- Double Triangles 1 Color Maharam
- Facets 1 Color Maharam
- Names 3 Colors Maharam
- Optik 3 Colors Maharam
- Orlaibiume 7 Colors Maharam
- Painted Stripe 5 Colors Maharam
- Trees 9 Colors Maharam
- Unisal 1 Color Maharam

**Price Category L**
- Alpaca Herringbone 3 Colors Maharam
- Exaggerated Plaid 3 Colors Maharam
- Geometri 6 Colors Maharam
- Jacobs Coat 2 Colors Maharam
- Letters 6 Colors Maharam
- Millerstripe 3 Colors Maharam
- Monk’s Wool 3 Colors Maharam
- Pebble Wool 4 Colors Maharam
- Pebble Wool Multi 4 Colors Maharam
- Periphery 6 Colors Maharam
- Mult High Performance 3 Colors Maharam
- Repeat Classic Stripe 5 Colors Maharam
- Repeat Dot Ring 12 Colors Maharam
- Stripes 10 Colors Maharam
- The Story of My Life 3 Colors Maharam
- Too stripe 3 Colors Maharam
- Wireframe Sofa 3 Colors Maharam
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**Price Category M**
- Carapace
  - 7 Colors
  - Maharam
- Ottoman Stripe
  - 5 Colors
  - Maharam

**Price Category N**
- Alpaca Epinglé
  - 4 Colors
  - Maharam
- Alpaca Velvet
  - 6 Colors
  - Maharam
- Bespoke Stripe
  - 6 Colors
  - Maharam
- Herringbone Stripe
  - 5 Colors
  - Maharam
- Point
  - 17 Colors
  - Maharam
- Wool Velvet
  - 8 Colors
  - Maharam

**Price Category O**
- Bavaria Stripe
  - 1 Color
  - Maharam

**Price Category P**
- Big Stripe
  - 5 Colors
  - Maharam
- Epinglé Stripe
  - 5 Colors
  - Maharam
- Layers Garden
  - 5 Colors
  - Maharam
- Layers Park
  - 5 Colors
  - Maharam
- Layers Vineyard Large
  - 5 Colors
  - Maharam
- Layers Vineyard Small
  - 5 Colors
  - Maharam

**Price Category Q**
- A Band Apart
  - 1 Color
  - Maharam
- Aftermath
  - 1 Color
  - Maharam
- Agency
  - 6 Colors
  - Maharam
- Brushed Camel
  - 2 Colors
  - Maharam
- Massive Paisley
  - 5 Colors
  - Maharam
- The Firm
  - 1 Color
  - Maharam

**Price Category R**
- Borders
  - 4 Colors
  - Maharam

**Price Category S**
- Bavaria
  - 1 Color
  - Maharam

**Price Category T**
- Hours
  - 2 Colors
  - Maharam
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Price Category U
- Layers Garden Double 3 Colors
- Layers Park Double 3 Colors

Price Category X
- Eden 5 Colors
- Foliage 5 Colors

Price Category Y
- Industry 1 Colors

Base & Frame Finish
- White 91
- Black BK